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Abstract

An increasing number of research programs rely on photographic capture-recapture (vs. direct marking) of individuals to study distribution and demography within animal populations. Photo-identification of individuals living in the wild is sometimes feasible using idiosyncratic coat or skin patterns, like for giraffes. When performed manually, the task is tedious and becomes almost impossible as populations grow in size. Computer vision techniques are an appealing and unavoidable help to tackle this apparently simple task in the big-data era. In this context, we propose to revisit giraffe re-identification using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We first developed an end-to-end pipeline to retrieve a comprehensive set of re-identified giraffes from about 4,000 raw photographs. To do so, we combined CNN-based object detection, SIFT pattern matching, and image similarity networks. We then quantified the performance of deep metric learning to retrieve the identity of known and unknown individuals. The re-identification performance of CNNs reached a top 5 accuracy of about 90%. Fully based on open-source software packages, our work paves the way for further attempts to build CNN-based pipelines for re-identification of individual animals, in giraffes but also in other species.
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Introduction

In many respects, population and behavioural ecology have immensely benefited from individual-based, long term monitoring of animals in wild populations [1, 2]. At the heart of such monitoring is the ability to recognize individuals. This is often achieved by actively marking individuals, such as deploying ear-tags or leg rings, cutting fingers or feathers, or scratching scales in reptiles. In some species, however, individuals display natural marks that make them uniquely identifiable. Many large African mammals such as leopard (*Panthera pardus*), zebra (*Equus sp.*), kudu (*Tragelaphus strepsiceros*) or wildebeest (*Connochaetes taurinus*) all present idiosyncratic fur and coat patterns particularly useful for non-invasive and reliable recognition of individuals. This is the case for the iconic but endangered giraffe (*Giraffa camelopardalis*), for which mark-resight (MS) surveys would allow understanding the demographic processes underlying the dynamics of its populations, possibly helping to set conservation policies. Individual identification of giraffes has long been known to be feasible from comparisons of the distinctive coat patterns of individuals [3]. As the number of giraffes to identify increases, people-based visual comparisons of pictures can rapidly become overwhelming. With the move to digital technologies (namely digital cameras and camera traps), the problem becomes even more acute as the number of pictures to process can easily reach the thousands or ten of thousands.

Over the last decade, the use of computer vision rapidly spread into biological sciences to become almost unavoidable in animal ecology for many repetitive tasks [4]. In a seminal publication, Bolger and colleagues [5] first presented computer-aided giraffe photo-identification, soon followed by other similar studies on giraffe as well [6, 7]. The underlying computer technique is a feature matching algorithm, the Scale Invariant Feature Transform operator (SIFT; [8]), where each image is associated to the $k$-nearest best matches. The current use of SIFT for ecologists requires human intervention to validate the proposed candidate images within a graphical interface [9]. As SIFT features cover whole images, two images can be considered as similar not only because of similar giraffe coat patterns but also because of similarities in the backgrounds (similar trees for instance), which could lead to false positive matches. For the best results with computer vision, all images have to be cropped before, so that only the giraffe flank appears on the images, hence excluding most of the neck, head, legs and background. Until now, this cropping operation was most often done manually [6], despite being a highly time-consuming task when processing thousands of images. Recently, Buehler and colleagues [7] have however developed a procedure based on Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) to automatise photograph cropping.

In the meantime, the Deep Learning (DL) revolution was underway in computer vision, showing breakthrough performance improvements [10]. In particular, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now the front-line technique to deal with the large range of image processing questions in ecology and environmental sciences [11]. In particular, many recent studies tackle the problem of re-identification using CNNs, which has been mostly developed and extensively used for humans [12]. Technically, re-identification consists in using a CNN to classify images of different individuals, some of them being not necessarily seen before, *i.e.* unknown individuals. However, despite the availability of proven and efficient techniques [13] and several successful attempts to apply the method to non-human species [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], re-identification remains a challenging task when applied to animals in wild population where re-observations are limited *sensu laro* [24].

In practice, current CNN-based approaches have to be tailored to the needs of field ecologists interested in using them for individual recognition. For instance, batches of new images are regularly added to the reference database following yearly fieldwork sessions. Also, in many situations, new individuals may have been born, and the study population may be open, *i.e.* immigration can occur.
Therefore, we expect the re-sighting of known individuals, as well as the observation of individuals never seen before. In other words, this sampling design implies to solve the re-identification in a mixture of known and unknown individuals. Chen and colleagues [23] referred to this problem as the “open set” identification problem, and they proposed to identify images from unknown individuals and to assign them a single “unknown” label. Here, we moved one step further and evaluated the possibility to build a model capable of identifying all individuals, be they known or unknown.

A classical CNN classifier can re-identify already known individuals (usually with a softmax last layer) but will fail to identify new individuals. Indeed, the number of predicted classes must match the number of known individuals. Therefore, we crucially need a CNN-based approach that can retain the power of the features learnt in a CNN while, at the same time, allow for the identification of individuals unknown at the time of the analysis. We propose to rely on deep metric learning [DML 25] as an ideal candidate to solve the ”open set” identification problem: DML consists in training a CNN model to embed the input data (input images) into a multidimensional Euclidean space such that data from a common class (for instance, images of a given individual) are much closer, in terms of Euclidean distance, than with the rest of the data. Retrieving the individuals (known as well as unknown) consists in relying on the Euclidean distance computed for any pair of images. Finally, a suitable machine learning algorithm will retrieve the individuals.

Here we addressed the problem of giraffe photo-identification with an updated, open-source, and end-to-end automatic pipeline. In a first step, we applied state-of-the art techniques for object detection with CNNs [26] to automatically crop giraffe flanks of about 4,000 raw photographs shot in the field. Indeed, the most recent CNN approaches clearly outperformed the HOG approach [27]. Second, following Bolger and colleagues [5], we used the SIFT operator to calculate a numeric distance between any pair of giraffe flanks. From the \( n \times n \) calculated distances, we built an image similarity network [28] and applied network clustering to retrieve different clusters of images coming from different individual giraffes, hence removing any human intervention in the process. However, we manually validated a subset of our results to build a ground-truth data set of different individuals (\( n = 178 \)) to train our CNN. Finally, we evaluated the predictive accuracy of our CNN-based metric learning approach with a 5-fold cross-validation procedure.

Material and Methods

Photograph database

We carried out this study in the northeast of Hwange National Park (HNP), Zimbabwe. HNP park covers a 14,650 km\(^2\) area [29]. The giraffe sub-species currently present in HNP could be either \( G.\ c.\ angolensis \) or \( G.\ c.\ giraffa \) according to the IUCN [30]. Here we used data from a regular monitoring conducted between 2014 and 2018. Each year, daily for at least three consecutive weeks, we drove the road network available within \( \leq 60 \) km of the HNP Main Camp station, and took photographs of every giraffe encountered. Pictures were taken with 200mm to 300mm lenses mounted on Nikon DSRL cameras (sensor resolution ranged between 16 and 40 Mpx). Importantly, we filtered sequences of very similar photographs occurring with the camera burst mode in the same second, and retained one single photograph per sequence. Overall, we shot \( n = 3,940 \) photographs.

Image cropping with CNN and transfer learning

We relied on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to detect one or several giraffes in each photograph. For an efficient detection and classification, a CNN has to be trained on a huge amount of images (usually \( \geq \) millions of images) to capture the most discriminant features associated with
each class. Because of our limited amount of photographs, we relied on transfer learning [31], a specific method aiming at training a CNN on a small number of images. In transfer learning, we do not start the CNN training "from scratch" with some random model parameters, but use the parameters of another model pre-trained for a task presenting some similarities with the task of interest. For giraffe detection, we used a pre-trained model for object detection that can deal with a few mammalian species, even if those species differed from the one of interest. This approach works because the pre-trained model has already learnt a wide range of relevant and generic features, that we can reuse as a starting point for our learning problem of finding giraffe flanks in photographs. Thanks to this prior information, transfer learning can deal with a small dimension data set (down to a few hundreds of images per class).

A range of cutting edges tools are now available to take advantage of CNN in the context of object detection for animal detection [32, 33, 34]. In particular, RetinaNet [26] is a CNN-based object detector able to detect a series of predefined object classes (e.g. different animal species) and that returns the coordinates of a bounding box around these objects as well as a confidence score. These two steps are performed at the same time with a single CNN, which makes RetinaNet a one-stage detector as opposed to two-stage detectors for which a first CNN search for regions containing a potential object and a second CNN classify these regions. Two-stage detectors are known to achieve better performance in practice but are slower than one-stage detectors [35]. However, RetinaNet proposes a new technique that better manage non informative objects’ background with similar performance compared to two-stage detectors while being much faster [26]. Finally, it is known that the more heterogeneous the training data set is (various positions, backgrounds, scale or lighting), the most efficient a CNN is [36], so we used data augmentation (flipping, rotation and color changes) to enhance our model performance.

We manually prepared our training data set by cropping bounding boxes around giraffe flanks, excluding most of the neck, head, legs and background, with the labelImg open source program for image annotation (https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg). We obtained 469 bounding boxes associated to 400 photographs. We performed transfer learning with RetinaNet to detect a single object class, the giraffe flank, from a pre-trained model shipped with RetinaNet, that is a ResNet50 backbone trained on the COCO dataset (80 different classes of common objects including giraffes among a few other animal species [37]). We trained the model with 30 epochs of 100 batches of size 2. Training took approximately 30 minutes on a Titan X card. Our pipeline was based on the Keras implementation of RetinaNet available at https://github.com/fizyr/keras-retinanet.

Distance estimation between giraffe flank images

Our re-identification pipeline is based on the computation of distance between pairs of images displaying giraffe flanks. To build a reference data set and to gain some insights on the potential added-value of deep-learning approaches, we used either distances based on the SIFT algorithm, currently the most commonly used traditional computer vision approach in our context, or distances based on a CNN approach. These distances were then used to build a network of photographs and identify clusters of photographs of the same individual giraffe.

Using the Scale Invariant Feature Transform operator

We built on Bolger and colleagues [5] to achieve pattern matching between giraffe flanks with the Scale Invariant Feature Transform operator (SIFT; [8]). The SIFT algorithm extracts characteristic features in photographs called key points that are invariant with respect to scale and orientation. Comparing two photographs, pairs of matching key points (i.e. having similar characteristics) are
retrieved and ranked by distance (Euclidean distance between their feature vectors). Here, we selected the 25 closest pairs of key points. However, for better results, we had to assess the extent to which matching key points were coherent in the two giraffe flanks, i.e. if their location matched on the giraffe body. To find out relevant cases where matching key points were actual matches of coat patterns, we superimposed key points extracted from a pair of giraffe photographs with a geometrical transformation called homography. An homography is a perspective transformation between the two planes, with here one plane per image. The homography consists in finding the optimal transformation such that the key points from the first image are as close as possible as those of the second image, conserving the relative positioning of these key points but changing the perspective. Then key points from both images were superimposed on a plane and we computed the Euclidean distance between all pairs of key points in a pair of photographs, hence obtaining our SIFT-based distance. We used the implementation of SIFT and homography in the open source openCV library [38] version 3.4.

Using deep metric learning and triplet loss with CNN

We trained a CNN model using the triplet loss [39], in line with recent studies on other species [17, 18]. The triplet loss principle (details in [18]) relies on triplets of images, each triplet composed by a first image called anchor and another positive image of the same class (same giraffe here) with a third negative image of another class (any different giraffe). The training step consists in optimising the CNN model such that the Euclidean distance (computed using the last CNN layer) between any anchor and its positive image is minimal, while maximizing the distance between this anchor image with its negative image. We used an improved algorithm called semi-hard triplet loss [40] consisting in dealing with triplets where the positive and negative images are close enough to be informative still during the training procedure, using the TripletSemiHardLoss function in TensorFlow Addons. After training completion, we computed the Euclidean distances between any pair of giraffe flank photographs, again using the vector composing the last layer of our CNN model.

The CNN requires a training data set that we derived from the photograph clusters identified by the SIFT algorithm. We retained only those clusters fulfilling the following conditions: (i) the cluster was made of at least five images; (ii) the cluster demonstrated a perfect and verified consistency. This second condition is of upmost importance because errors in the training data set would lead to sub-optimal performances of the machine learning approach. We therefore carefully checked, manually, that the SIFT-based clusters we retained were perfectly unambiguous. We achieved this high level of data quality by discarding all cases where two or more giraffes overlapped on the same frame, or when giraffes were indifferently oriented from the back to the front (orientation ambiguities). We performed transfer learning using the pre-trained model MobileNetV2 readily available in Keras (input images resized to 224 x 224 pixels). We ran the model training stage with 200 epochs with batches of size 96. Again, we augmented our data (rotation, width and height shift, brightness, zoom and shear mapping) using the stochastic gradient descent optimizer with a rate of 0.2. Training took about 2 hours to complete on a Titan X card. Our pipeline was implemented with Keras 2.3.0.

Image similarity network, community detection and clusters of flank images

Following the computation of distances between all pairs of giraffe flanks obtained either with the SIFT or the CNN approach, we searched for clusters of flank images that should come from one single individual giraffe. We first defined a network made of nodes and representing giraffe flank images, and of edges: we considered that two nodes were connected by an edge, i.e. two flanks
were similar and came from the same giraffe individual, if the Euclidean distance between paired images felt below a given threshold (see below for more details). Therefore, the so-called connected components of this network are supposed to gather images from different individuals.

We estimated the distance threshold value by taking advantage of a property of complex networks called the explosive percolation \[41\]. The explosive percolation predicts a phase transition of the network just above a threshold point. At this turning point, adding a small number of edges in the network, for example by slightly increasing the distance threshold \[42\], leads to the sudden appearance of a giant component encompassing the majority of nodes. In other words, a small increase of the distance threshold leads to considering that almost most of the images come from the same giraffe individual. The threshold value was found graphically and was estimated to 340 when dealing with our SIFT-based distance (see Figure A.1a) and between 0.6 and 0.8 in our repeated experiments using our CNN-based distance (see Figure A.1b).

An additional issue need to be resolved: a connected component might be composed of different sub-components that are erroneously connected. This is the case when the distance computation fail in avoiding false positive edges (example in Figure A.2), i.e. when two flanks are erroneously considered similar. Moreover, in some cases the body of two or more giraffes can overlap in one photograph. In this situation, two or more nodes might be linked by edges, when we actually have different giraffes. Therefore, we applied a network clustering algorithm called community detection, developed in network science \[43\]. It is designed to split – only when relevant – any connected component into different groups of nodes that are significantly much more connected between themselves than with the others. Indeed, the presence of many edges inside a group of images suggested it was consistent (i.e. from the same individual), whereas the absence of many edges between two groups clearly informed about their inconsistency and heterogeneity (i.e. from two different individuals). We applied the community detection with the InfoMap algorithm \[44\] that is based on a random walker exploring the network. The final product of the community detection algorithm is a series of clusters of images corresponding either to a connected component or to a community retrieved by InfoMap. Any cluster is considered as a group of images coming from a single individual, and should also be the only cluster dealing with this particular individual.

### Training and evaluation of CNN-based re-identification

We evaluated the overall predictive performance of our CNN deep metric learning with a classical 5-fold cross-validation procedure. We first randomly extracted 20% of our individuals from our original data set. Every image of these individuals (hereafter named unknown individuals) was moved to the test set. We then partitioned the images of the remaining 80% of our individuals as follows. Since we wanted to check the model ability to identify unknown as well as already known individuals, we moved two images of the these individuals (hereafter named known individuals) to the test set. Therefore, the test set contained all the images of the unknown individuals, and two images of the known individuals. We built the training set with the remaining data.

Our CNN model was not designed to classify images directly (i.e. assigning images to individual giraffes). Indeed, deep metric learning led to the computation of the distance between any pair of images. To mimic re-identification per se, we considered that we had a "reference book" with three representative images per known individuals (images from the training set). A representative image was intended to work as a "hook" to catch images from the same individual inside the test set. Indeed, we expected a small distance between an image in the test and a representative one when they corresponded to the same known individual. Finally, we calculated the distance between any pairs of images (as described before) in the three categories: \(i\) the unknown individuals and \(ii\) the known individuals from the test set, and \(iii\) the representative images per known individual.
coming from the training set.

We quantified the predictive performance of the trained CNN model with three different indices measuring different facets of the performance. 

(i) The top 5 accuracy consists in checking for each query image if another image from the same individual is among the five images with smallest distance. We also computed the widely used (ii) sensitivity and (iii) specificity for the evaluation of binary classification tests. Indeed, we built a network where the nodes are the giraffe flank images from the three categories (representative, known and unknown) and the edges are defined using a threshold (see previous section). Therefore, we were able to test the concordance between our "true" clusters (i.e. the validated SIFT-based clusters) and the "predicted" clusters obtained by applying the network-based approach on the CNN-based distance. Hereafter, we established the correspondence between true and predicted clusters by checking the predicted cluster with highest number of images from this true cluster. Sensitivity is the fraction of images of a true cluster correctly assigned, averaged over all the true clusters of interest. Specificity is the fraction of images in a predicted cluster that are in the corresponding true cluster, that we averaged over the true clusters.

Results

From thousands of images to hundreds of identified giraffe individuals

We trained the object detection method RetinaNet [26] on a set of 400 photographs for which the cropping of the giraffe flank has been previously done manually. When applying the automatic cropping procedure on our 3,940 photographs (see Figure 1a), we retrieved 5,019 images with associated bounding boxes, supposed to contain a single giraffe flank (see Figure 2a). The cropping failed for 186 photographs (failure rate: 4.7%), mostly due to foreground vegetation and unusual and difficult orientation of giraffes in the photograph (see examples on Figure 1b). In a few cases, a bounding box could contain the bodies of two overlapping giraffes, one being partially in front of the other (see Figure 2a). Similarly, we observed rare instances where a group of giraffes very close to each other is present on a photograph, RetinaNet could fail in retrieving the exact boundaries of each giraffe flank (see the worst case that we experienced, from a partially blurry photograph in Figure 2b).

![Figure 1: Performance of RetinaNet flank detection. a) Number of identified flanks per image. b) Manual classification of cropping problems encountered in 186 images where Retinanet failed to identify a giraffe flank.](image-url)
Figure 2: Examples of cropping with RetinaNet. a) Best-case scenario b) Worst-case but rare scenario where different individuals are overlapping and the right-end side of the photo is blurry.

Running the SIFT algorithm [8] to compare all pairs of flanks took about 800 CPU hours of heterogeneous computing resources. Our customised SIFT-based distance led to an image similarity network composed of 5,019 nodes and 11,249 edges, composed by 1,417 connected components (see Methods) among which 781 singletons. We identified several false positive edges leading to two images being erroneously classified as similar. False positive matches occurred either because of image background similarity (e.g. the same tree appeared on two images; see nodes 3 and 4 in Figure 3) or because of a perfect matching between giraffe orientation (see Figure A.2). These false positive matches connected images from different individuals inside a connected component. For instance, when the body of two giraffes overlapped on the same image (see node 2 in Figure 3), then this image linked two sets of images corresponding to the two individuals.

Our network-based approach, relying on community detection, dealt with these difficult cases to retrieve consistent clusters of flank images (different colors in Figure 3). The cluster size distribution is by definition more concentrated after network clustering (see Figure 4) with a maximal size of 35 instead of 373. Indeed, this very large connected component was clearly an artifact due to a chain of giraffe overlaps, and has been successfully split by our procedure (see Figure 5). We detected 316 clusters with more than 5 images, and 105 with more than 10 images. However, in rare cases, some images from the same individuals were found in different clusters (see Figure 5). Because these clusters arose from a single connected component, we could a posteriori check for consistencies by comparing clusters of the same component manually (such as performed for Figure 5).

From identified giraffe individuals to a deep learning approach for re-identification

We saved 178 human-validated unambiguous SIFT-based clusters to generate a reference data set of unique individual giraffes. Those 178 clusters were made of 1,393 images of giraffe flanks from which we evaluated our re-identification pipeline based on deep metric learning. Top 5 accuracy was about 90% on average (see Table 1) but note that the top 5 accuracy is of similar magnitude between both categories of known and unknown individuals. Top 5 accuracy increased, however, to 95.4% when considering only images of unknown individuals. Regarding the mapping between original and predicted clusters of images, both sensitivity and specificity were high, reaching values > 90% when dealing with known individuals (see Figure 6a). However, sensitivity dropped down to 53.9% when dealing with unknown individuals. This was partly due to the number of singletons image that are not associated to any other image in our network-based approach. Interestingly, specificity was moderate with all images included (about 71%) but increased to 90% dealing with only the images of unknown individuals (see Figure 6b).
Figure 3: Example of a connected component split into four clusters using the InfoMap algorithm (see Methods). Each cluster is delineated by an ellipse of different color. Node 2 is an image with two giraffes that we also have in images 1 and 3 respectively. Images 3 and 4 are considered similar because of the presence of the same tree in the background (same for images 5 and 6).

Figure 4: Re-identification from 5,019 giraffe flank images. Number of flank images retrieved by clusters, with the original clusters/connected component (red) or with the clusters retrieved using the InfoMap algorithm to split the connected components (blue; see Methods).

Discussion

In this study, we were able to propose a complete and fully automated pipeline to build a data set of re-identified giraffe individuals. We took advantage of the most recent techniques to perform object detection and crop the giraffe flanks to allow coat pattern analysis. This step was particularly efficient when giraffe individuals were not overlapping in a photograph. However, cascade of problems arose when overlap existed, including erroneous cropping and difficulties to assign a bounding box to a single individual (since it contained two individuals). We then followed previ-
Figure 5: Agreement between the number of clusters (when at least two clusters were found out of a connected component) as returned by our machine-learning approach, and the human-based and manually-checked number of individuals. Circle size is proportional to the number of observations.

Table 1: Metric learning performance computed on the test set with images of known individuals and unknown individuals, or solely on a restricted test set with only the unknown individuals (excluding images from the known individuals). Top 5 accuracy, average sensitivity and specificity. Mean ± standard error over 10 trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Top 5 (%)</th>
<th>Sens. (%)</th>
<th>Spec. (%)</th>
<th>Singleton (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known indiv.</td>
<td>89.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>90.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>90.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>15.2 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown indiv.</td>
<td>89.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>53.9 ± 1</td>
<td>71.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>23.3 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown indiv. only</td>
<td>95.4 ± 0.4</td>
<td>53.8 ± 1</td>
<td>90.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>23.3 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then evaluated the possibility to train a convolutional network to allow for giraffe identification when known and unknown individuals are present in a data set to be analysed. We observed that the CNN model seemed to contain relevant features that can be generalised to unknown individuals. One advantage of this approach is that our CNN-based distances were computed in a few minutes instead of hours to compute the SIFT-operator (once the training has been performed; see Table A.1). We achieved about 90% top 5 accuracy, which can definitely help field researchers in identifying giraffes, but is not fully satisfying if we are interested in a fully end-to-end automated pipeline that would require no checking by people. For this reason, we considered the same network-based approach using the prediction performed by the CNN. Whereas we obtained good results dealing with known individuals (i.e. good match between true and predicted cluster), we were not able to handle correctly the prediction of clusters of unknown giraffe images. We obtained...
limited specificity due to many erroneous false positive links between images of known and unknown individuals. Even worse, we faced a sensitivity issue with a lot of images that were not connected to any other images. We understood that our CNN is vulnerable to orientation variation, much more than the more robust SIFT operator.

Further methodological developments should be investigated, to improve the current results. Firstly, our study suggests that a two step procedure could be developed: the first step consisting in detecting (and putting aside) images of known individuals; the second step consisting in treating the unknown individuals, as our study has shown that a CNN model can be trained to contain features that can be generalised to unknown giraffe individuals. Secondly, we believe that different data augmentation strategies should be able to improve our results, in particular in reducing the sensitivity of the CNN-based approach to image orientation changes. Such methodological developments will be able to benefit from this study and the large ground-truth data set that we make available upon request. In any case, we believe that our study, fully and freely reproducible, paves the way for future CNN-based works on animal individual re-identification.

Finally, this inter-disciplinary work provides guidelines about best practices to collect identification images in the field, if to be used later with an automated pipeline such as the one presented here. Better results can be achieved with simple framing rules of animals with cameras. First the field operator should try to avoid as much as possible overlaying bodies of two or more individuals as this was the most acute issue in our giraffe experience. Note that several but well separated individuals in the same photograph is not a problem at all thanks to the CNN cropping performed as a preliminary stage. Another point to pay attention to is the background which, if too similar on the same images (e.g. photographs shot from the very same spot) with obvious structures (tree, pond, rocks...) will likely mislead the computer vision algorithm, even on cropped images because cropping is rectangular and do not delineate the animal body. This situation often arises while photographing animals moving in line, as giraffes and many others often do. A last point is the heterogeneity of situations under which animals were observed. We did our best to improve the training data set with data augmentation. However, photographing giraffes in as many different conditions as possible would most likely improve the results. This includes light conditions (dawn,
dusk, noon), orientation of individual or background (open vs. more densely vegetated areas). More specific to CNN re-identification is the need to have a greater number of pictures (> 50) of photographs per individuals that what is currently available, so a particular attention should be given, in the field under optimal shooting conditions, to the opportunity to take more photographs of each observed individual.
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Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Avg. computing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIFT-based distance</td>
<td>about 30 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN training (with GPU)</td>
<td>about 2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-based distance (with GPU)</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Computing time to process 1003 images (training with 426 images only). Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v4 2.20GHz (CPU) and Nvidia Titan X card (GPU).

Figure A.1: Giant component appearance. We manually estimated the threshold value (red line) used to build our image similarity network. The threshold is a) 340 when dealing with the SIFT-based distance and b) 0.75 in one of our repeated experiments using the CNN-based distance.

Figure A.2: Rare SIFT false positive due to perfect shape and orientation matching. Two different giraffes have a similar pose in a) and b) and the SIFT-based distance between the two images is small and below the used threshold.
Figure A.3: Image similarity networks defined by CNN-based metric learning. Nodes’ color correspond to giraffe individuals. Between flanks from unknown individuals and known individuals (black square). Edges between known individuals were discarded.